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This paper presents a methodology to ﬁnd out the spam comments on YouTube videos. The purpose of
this research is to ﬁnd out the comments of those spam users, who comment for their own promotional
intentions or to detect users whose comments that have no relevancy with the given video.The
monetization policy introduced by YouTube for its user's channel and advertisement of different ads on
YouTube videos has attracted a large number of users. This increase in a large number of users has also
lead to an increase in malicious users whose job is to create automated bots for commenting and
subscription to different YouTube channels. These malicious users'comments hurt the channel publicity
and also affect the normal user's experience. YouTube is also working on this issue by using different
methods to limit these kinds of automated bots malicious comments by blocking those comments. These
kinds of methods are ineffective so far as spammers have found out different methods to bypass those
heuristic approaches. Different machine learning approaches provide somehow better classiﬁcation
accuracy with the introduction of new approaches to solve it better than that. In this work, different
techniques used for classiﬁcation of spam comments with those of normal user comments to improve the
classiﬁcation and recent trend going on in this area are brieﬂy analyzed to tackle this major issue.
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1 Introduction:

Y

ouTube a video sharing website was
started back since 2005. In 2006,
Google bought YouTube and nowadays
it is on Google Subsidiaries. After it came under
the umbrella of Google YouTube growth as a
YouTube, video sharing has increased
signiﬁcantly. The users using YouTube can
create their own Gmail login and through this
Gmail login, they can create their own channel.
Once the channel is created, YouTube allows
users to publish his own video, rating,
Comments, likes or dislikes, reporting and
subscribing to your favorite channels.
According to the recent statistics of YouTube, it
has achieved the marked of 1 billion users log in.
The global research [1] statistics of YouTube
claims that around 1.9 billion users visit within a
month, watching billions of hours per day and in
turn generating billion of views per day.The 70
% of these watch hours come from mobile
devices. Around $ 2 billion dollars, YouTube has

paid over the last ﬁve years to its YouTube
channel owners.
Out of different YouTube features for its channel
users, YouTube commenting feature is one of the
important features in which users can able to
comment on other channels uploaded videos.
This powerful feature of YouTube allows the
interaction of YouTube channel owner with
other users. Introducing of such feature has also
allowed other malicious users to promote their
promotional content to know as a spam
comment. These spam comments are usually
irrelevant and are generated by mostly
automated bots. The capability of bots to
perform spam comments on YouTube videos has
been discussed in [2].
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2 Related Work

Fig.1. Example of Spam Comments on YouTube
VideosA recent report [3] regarding spam
comments has been published in BBC, in which
YouTube claims that during the period of JulySeptember 2018 they have almost deleted 224
million malicious comments out of billion of
comments published in this 3 months period.
They have also accepted that this a really hard
work to tackle this issue and they are investing in
this area to get rid of that malicious content.
The spamming can be basically divided into two
categories i.e. link-based spam and channelbased promotion spamming. Link-based
spamming is that type of spamming in which
users comments different links comment on
published YouTube videos, on which other users
click than it redirected to malicious webpage's.
While on the other hand, channel-based
spamming is used for promotion of user
channels to get subscribers, views, and likes for
his channel as well as for his channel videos.
YouTube generally use comment blocking [4]
on the basis of HTTP URL, but this form of
ﬁltering has to lead the spammer a new approach
to publish their links by insertion of white spaces
in their link and instead of .com they typed dot
com in the form of text to publish their link on
the given video. These problems have to lead to
the machine learning approaches to resolve such
issues. The contribution in this research is
ﬁnding out of better spam classiﬁcation using
different machine learning approaches with high
F1 score and better classiﬁcation
accuracy.

Chowdhury Rashid et al. [5] generated a lift
chart by using three different data mining
models. This lift chart ﬁnds out the lift score
when compared to a random guess. The
predicted probability for the three different data
mining models i.e. Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree
and Clustering is calculated. From the result,
they have concluded that for most cases Naïve
Bayes and decision tree performed better than
that of clustering.
Tulio C. Alberto et al. [6] used different
classiﬁcation algorithms i.e. Naïve Bayes,
Decision tree, SVM, Random forest and logistic
regression on ﬁve different datasets. They have
achieved a conﬁdence level of almost 99 % on all
these classiﬁers. Based on these classiﬁcation
results they have developed their own online
tool known as TubeSpam that automatically
detects the spam message on the ﬂy.
SaumyaGoyal et al. [7] spam message detection
on real twitter social media dataset is applied
using KNN and decision tree. The WEKA tool is
used and the metrics used for classiﬁcation are
precision-recall, F measure and class, FP rate
and TP rate.
SimranKanodia et al. [8] suggested a Markov
Decision process for YouTube spam message
detection and the result is compared to other data
mining tools used in this ﬁeld. The Markov
Decision accuracy is 78.82 % which is quite
better than those of other data mining algorithms
out of which the maximum accuracy is obtained
through the random forest which is 72.52 %.
Abdullah O. Abdullah et al [9] WEKA tool and
python code is used for the employment of
different classiﬁcation algorithms on YouTube
dataset that was generated using YouTube API.
All the different 9 algorithms used have almost
90 % and above than that accuracy. Out of these
different 9 algorithms, accuracy Adaptive
Genetic Algorithm has performed quite well and
achieved an accuracy of 99.1 %.
ShreyasAiyar et al. [10] in this they have used
different machine learning algorithms along
with custom approaches i.e. N-Grams. For
automated detection of spam messages on
YouTube videos they have suggested that the
character gram approach performed better result
as compared to word gram for obtaining better
classiﬁcation accuracy.
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3. Outline of Spam Detection
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4 YouTube Data Generation
Technique
This section discussed how YouTube comments
data is generated from YouTube videos. The
toolkit TubeKit [15] is used for customized
YouTube Crawlers. This toolkit collects a
variety of data from YouTube videos. The
working design of the crawler is shown in the
below ﬁg 2.
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